“THE SENIOR INFORMER”
November 2021

Your source of current news and information from The Neal Center, 100 T.R. Harris Drive, Shelby, NC 28150

Something to think about:
“Your time is limited, so don’t waste
it living someone else’s life.”

– Steve Jobs

A THANKSGIVING PRAYER
Our Father in Heaven, we give thanks for the pleasure of gathering together for this occasion. We give thanks for this food
prepared by loving hands. We give thanks for life, the freedom
to enjoy it all, and all other blessings. As we partake of this
food, we pray for health and strength to carry on and try to
live as You would have us. This we ask in the name of Christ,
Our Heavenly Father.
-Harry Jewell
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From the Executive Director’s Desk…
Paulette Putnam, Neal Center Executive Director
Happy November,
As we are enjoying the fall weather, beautiful
colors outside and holiday seasons approaching,
let’s not forget all the many blessings we have:
family, friends, and life to be grateful for. Please
remember our precious seniors who may not be as
blessed. You can make a difference in their life. Donate to the Senior
Center food pantry. We accept non-perishable food (please call me for
a list) or you can donate money and we will do the shopping for you.
Thanks for all the love, kindness, and support you give to our “Seniors”
and our center.
Have a Blessed and Happy Thanksgiving!
Paulette Putnam

Neal Center Staff and Contact Information
Have a question? A specific need? Not sure what to do?
Neal Center main number: 704/482-3488

Paulette Putnam, Executive Director

Daniel Dedmon, Program Director

Teresia Ladd, Administrative Assistant

Dolores Ashworth, Volunteer Coordinator

Heather Ledbetter, Nutrition Coordinator

Linda Geter, Housing Director/Rental Coor.

Mary Hamrick, Secretary

Charles Walls, Bookkeeper
Stephanie Baxter, Housekeeping

WHERE DO WE STAND?
The Neal Center’s hours are Monday-Thursday, 8:30AM-4PM and Friday, 8:30AM-12Noon.
Some classes are continuing, as well as our food pantry, incontinence supply program,
Meals-On-Wheels program and nutritional supplement program. Mask-wearing is a must!
Call 704/482-3488 for additional information!
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Just So You’ll Know…….
NOVEMBER IS
“ADOPT-A-SENIOR PET” MONTH
When the weather turns chilly, Adopt-A-Senior
Pet Month reminds us some four-legged friends need a family, too. In November,
consider making a home for an older furry pet. While the wriggly puppies and kittens
make us smile with delight, you’d be surprised how well an older animal might fit into
your lifestyle. Often, they have mellowed and lost some of their toddler energy. They
don’t need the extra attention a puppy or kitten would require. If they need training, it
is only specific to your home and routine.
There may be some adjustment with an older animal. Like humans, they may be set
in their ways. But, in most cases, their history is known, and they can be easily
matched with the right family or individual. So, if you are looking for a new companion, don’t overlook an older animal. You may be ignoring a loyal pet with a lot of life
left.
Things to consider might be whether the fur baby has medical needs or requires a lot
of space. Did he or she come from a home with children or other pets? If any of this
information affects your adoption, you will need to reconsider.
Keep in mind the lifespan of many healthy dogs extends into their upper teens depending on their breed. When it comes to cats, it can be a little harder to predict.
Since their lifespan ranges 10-15 years, those nine lives may not last as long as we
thought. Even so, with good veterinarian care, you and your senior cat can enjoy
many happy years together.
LAFF-A-LITTLE!
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WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF NEXT?

The Butterball Turkey Talk-Line
It used to be that if you had questions about how to prepare a holiday turkey, you called your mother, a
relative, or a neighbor. Now, you can call the Butterball Turkey Talk-Line. What originally began as a
marketing gimmick in 1981 by a Chicago public relations executive eventually turned into a Thanksgiving
institution. The hotline was developed as a way for consumers to deal with “turkey trauma”. Staffed by a
group of just six home economists working out of small notebooks and binders, the hotline had a single
mission: to answer the burning turkey-preparation questions of aspiring cooks everywhere. They tackled
some tough turkey questions and after answering over 11,000 questions in its inaugural year alone, the hotline became a popular fixture of the holiday over the next three decades. Currently, there are now at least 50
operators and it continues to operate from November 1st to December 24th each year.
The talk-line receives numerous questions each year, with some of the most common being basic cooking/
prep questions like “How do I thaw the turkey?” or “What can I do to prevent the turkey from being too dry?”
They receive these questions so often, that the official talk-line web page contains a step-by-step guide to
address every part of the turkey cooking process. It contains a particular focus on thawing—the most
common question they receive each year—with a handy chart showing thawing times relative to turkey weight
and whether aspiring cooks are thawing the bird in water or the fridge. There’s even a helpful video to go
along with the information. While most of the questions are from serious cooks, the hotline has had its share
of unusual questions. For instance:

-After discovering a turkey from 1969 in his dad’s freezer, an Alabama man called the Butterball hotline to ask about the

best way to cook the over 30-year-old bird. Although the Talk-Line staffer recommended the open roasting pan method to
cook most turkeys, this time she suggested that the first step was to purchase a fresher fowl! This same gentleman also
had in his freezer: the top of his wedding cake and a snowball from every snowstorm he'd experienced in Alabama.
-Another gentleman called to tell the operator he cut his turkey in half with a chainsaw and wanted to know if the oil from
the chain would adversely affect the turkey.
-A first-time Thanksgiving chef called Marge Klindera, a 20+ year Talk-Line veteran, in tears one Thanksgiving morning.
She was so proud to have thawed the turkey successfully and continued to rinse the turkey—with dish soap! The tears
started flowing when the turkey wouldn’t stop sudsing. If only she called before she would have found out you don’t have
to rinse the turkey—just pat it dry with paper towels.
-When a Talk-Line staffer asked a caller what state her turkey was in (meaning how thawed was it) the caller responded
with, “Florida.”
-A 16-pound turkey can take longer than expected to thaw, so one caller put the frozen bird in the hot tub and called to ask
how long until it was ready to eat. The answer: never. Letting it defrost in cold water—without heat and Jacuzzi
chemicals—is the way to go.
-One woman called the Butterball hotline from a closet so her family couldn’t hear her. “Can you hear me? I’ve never

cooked a turkey, and my mother-in-law is convinced I can’t cook—and I can’t cook, but I want to do it,” she whispered.
The expert walked her through all the steps, advising against basting the turkey (even though the mother-in-law insisted).
-Realizing his oven was too small to fit his Thanksgiving turkey, a landlord came up with a solution: switch roles and “rent”
one of his tenant’s ovens for $25. He figured his problems were solved until he realized he’d have to constantly interrupt
his tenant to baste the turkey. In a panic, he turned to the Turkey Talk-Line to ask how often he’d have to baste. The staffer
assured the relieved landlord that just once would do the trick.

Got questions on turkey preparation? Call the Butterball Turkey Talk-Line at 800-288-8372 or text at 844-8773456.
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What are the new rules with Medicaid
& Medicare?

For years, many senior citizens have relied on Medicaid and Medicare to
help with the financial coverage of their medical expenses. Yet, in recent
years, there has been many changes to Medicaid and Medicare. Many of
the changes have created confusion among those that have it and concern for those that need it. Trying to get a clear-cut answer on Medicaid/
Medicare issues is a real frustration since no two answers to a question
seem to be alike.
The Neal Senior Center will be holding an educational seminar about
Medicaid/Medicare for 2022. This includes the upcoming changes and
how they will affect you. It will held Wednesday, November 10 at 10AM.
Phil Jackson, a representative with United Health Care, will present the
session and it will last about 45 minutes to an hour. Light refreshments
will be provided and all participants must wear a mask.
Pre-registration is required. To pre-register, please contact Daniel
Dedmon, Program Director at the Neal Senior Center at 704-481-7387.
You will be asked to provide your name and phone number.
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YOUR WAKE-UP CALL

Let’s Eat!












1 Lb. Ground Beef
1 large Onion, chopped
1/2 large Bell Pepper, chopped
1 Cup Celery, chopped
1/8 tsp. Garlic Powder
1 medium can Stewed Tomatoes
1 8 oz. can Tomato Sauce
1 medium can Kidney Beans,
drained
2 tsp. Chili Powder (more if desired)
1 tsp. Salt
1/2 tsp. Oregano

The Neal Center will be closed for the Thanksgiving Holidays from
November 24-26 and will reopen on Monday, November 29.

“CROCK-POT CHILI”
In a skillet, brown the ground beef. Add the onion,
bell pepper, and celery. Cook until vegetables are
tender. Drain any accumulated fat. Transfer to slow
cooker. Add remaining ingredients and stir to combine well. Cover cooker and cook on “HIGH” for 30
minutes, then reduce heat to “LOW” and continue
cooking for 6-8 hours. Serve with grated cheddar
cheese, sour cream, The leftovers freeze great!
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WARMING UP THE VINTAGE TV
The show: “GUNSMOKE”
The network: CBS Radio & Television
Broadcast history: Radio: April 26, 1952-June 18, 1961;
Television: September 10, 1955-March 31, 1975
Format: Black & White/Color
Number of Episodes: 635 (television episodes)
Produced by: CBS Productions
Where to watch: DVD Boxed Sets, streaming channels, cable
Gunsmoke, the respected American television western, has the distinction of being the longest-running prime-time
television western in history, running for 20 seasons. True to its name, the show did feature shoot-outs. But the program’s
enduring success resulted largely from the psychological drama and tense situations that were resolved with moral
manner rather than with a showdown at high noon.
Before it began its long television run, Gunsmoke began on radio. In the late 1940’s, CBS chairman William S. Paley, a fan
of the Philip Marlowe radio series, asked his programming chief to develop a Western series, a show about a "Philip
Marlowe of the Old West". West Coast CBS vice president, Harry Ackerman, and his scriptwriters created an audition script
based on one of their Michael Shayne radio scripts. Two versions were recorded: the first was very much like a hard detective series and starred Michael Rye (credited as Rye Billsbury) as Dillon. The second starred actor Howard Culver in a
lighter version of the same script. CBS liked the Culver version better, but it was later discovered that Culver, who was
already the star of the radio western Straight Arrow , was bound by contract not to do another Western series. The project was shelved for three years. When producer Norman Macdonnell and writer John Meston wanted to create a radio
Western for adults, in contrast to the current juvenile fare such as The Lone Ranger and The Cisco Kid , they discovered
the recording, using it as their guide for developing the series.
The radio series first aired on CBS Radio on April 26, 1952, with an entirely different cast. The show starred William
Conrad as Marshal Matt Dillon, Howard McNear as “Doc” Charles Adams, Georgia Ellis as Kitty Russell, and Parley Baer as
Dillon's assistant, Chester Wesley Proudfoot. The show was praised for its “unprecedented realism”. Episodes were aimed
at adults and featured some of the most explicit content of their time, including violent crimes, massacres, and opium
addicts. Many episodes had the villains getting away with their crimes, ending on a discouraging note. Ironically, there
wasn’t any sponsorship in the show’s first two years, getting its support from the CBS Radio Network. Series producers
said that if the show were sponsored, they would have to "clean the show up". The producers wanted to find a sponsor
that would allow them to keep the show the way it was. The radio version ended on June 18, 1961, making it one of the
most enduring vintage radio dramas, with some insisting that the radio version was more realistic compared to the TV
version.

In 1955, when talk began of adapting it to television, there was fear of the TV version not living up to the authenticity of
the radio version. Conrad and the others from the radio version were given auditions, but the network was not interested
in bringing either Conrad or his radio costars to the television version. Conrad's weight was rumored to be a deciding factor. Denver Pyle was also considered for the role, as was Raymond Burr, who was ultimately also seen as too heavy for the
part. Charles Warren, television Gunsmoke's first director, said, "His voice was fine, but he was too big. When he stood up,
his chair stood with him." Warren later said that he chose James Arness because he demonstrated strength in a movie he
did for Warren. Like the radio version, the television series centered on the character of Matt Dillon (played by James
Arness), a U.S. marshal charged with maintaining law and order in an American frontier town. The supporting characters
included Miss Kitty Russell (Amanda Blake), owner of the Long Branch Saloon, Doc Adams (Milburn Stone), the town’s
adept physician, and Deputy Marshal Chester Goode (Dennis Weaver), who was Dillon’s loyal sidekick. When Weaver left
the show in 1964, his character was replaced by Festus Haggen (Ken Curtis). Much of the series featured Dillon and
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his allies battling bandits, robbers, or other threats that blew in from the prairie. Most conflicts stemmed from an outsider’s entering the small, tight-knit community and causing some form of trouble.

The back stories of some of the main characters were largely left to the imagination of the viewer. Matt Dillon spent his
early years in foster care, knew the Bible, was a wayward, brawling cowboy, and was later mentored by a caring lawman.
In a few episodes, he mentions having spent some time in the Army. While Dillon and Miss Kitty clearly have a close personal relationship, the two never marry. The nearest that Matt and Miss Kitty have to a romantic evening together is
when they try to have dinner over the Long Branch Saloon. Unfortunately, Marshal Dillon has been going over thirty
hours without sleep, and when Kitty is distracted, he falls soundly asleep. The nearest Miss Kitty gets to being married is
when she has to pretend to be married to Cavalry Sgt. Holly to save her from a robber gang. When Amanda Blake
decided not to return for the show's 20th (and final) season, the character was said to have returned to New Orleans.
Maintaining excellent ratings throughout its run, it was the top-rated show from 1957 to 1961. However, once the show
expanded to an hour, beginning with the 1961-62 TV season, the show’s ratings started into a decline. In 1967, at the end
of the show's 12th season, CBS planned to cancel the series. When CBS president William Paley discovered that the show
was not on the 1967-1968 CBS Fall schedule, he immediately contacted CBS vice president Mike Dann and demanded
that the show be renewed. In fear of losing their jobs, CBS' programmers then rushed to find a solution to their
scheduling dilemma. It was decided that “Gilligan’s Island”, which had been on CBS for three seasons and renewed for a
fourth, would be cancelled to enable “Gunsmoke” to be placed back on the schedule. “Gilligan’s Island” was never a favorite of network officials so “Gunsmoke” was moved into “Gilligan’s” new time slot at 7:30pm on Mondays. This
scheduling move improved the ratings and saved the series later on when CBS cancelled most of their “country and rural
-based” shows in 1971. In 1975, despite still ranking among the top-30 programs, Gunsmoke ended after a 20-year run.
Thirty TV Westerns came and went during its 20-year tenure, but Gunsmoke was the sole survivor. After the series
ended, CBS produced three made-for-TV movies based on the show, including Gunsmoke: Return to Dodge (1987),
Gunsmoke: The Last Apache (1990), and Gunsmoke: One Man’s Justice (1994), with James Arness apprearing in all of
them.

WHATEVER BECAME OF THE CAST OF “GUNSMOKE”?

James Arness (Matt Dillon): After Gunsmoke ended, he found fame in two other classic shows – How the
West Was Won and McClain’s Law, later reprising his role of “Matt Dillon” for the reunion movies. He died on
June 3, 2011 from natural causes at the age of 88.
Amanda Blake (Miss Kitty): Amanda left Gunsmoke after the 1973-74 season, saying she was tired and
was leaving to protect the cast and crew she loved so much. She spent the remainder of her career landing
roles in television shows and occasional films. She passed away on August 16, 1989 at the age of 60 due to
complications from AIDS. It’s believed that she contracted the virus from her fourth husband, Mark Spaeth.
Ken Curtis (Festus): Ken spent much of his later career in television, including playing “Hoyt Coryell”
in NBC’s The Yellow Rose. He passed away from a heart attack in his sleep on April 28,1991 at the age of
74.
Milburn Stone (Doc): Milburn began having health problems in the early 1970’s while Gunsmoke was
still in production. He underwent heart surgery following a heart attack and was off the show for a time.
Though he returned toward the end of the show following his recovery, once Gunsmoke ended, Milburn’s
health was never the same. He retired from acting and passed away from a heart attack on June 12, 1980 at
the age of 75.
Dennis Weaver (Chester): Dennis appeared in 290 episodes and left the show in 1964. He continued
to act in film and television for the rest of his career, including a role in Duel – one of Steven Spielberg’s
earliest films. He passed away on February 24, 2006 due to complications from cancer at the age of 81.
Buck Taylor (Newley): Still active at the age of 83. After “Gunsmoke” ended, Taylor attended
the Chouinard Art Institute and became an artist. He has been selling his watercolor and acrylic paintings of
cowboys, Native Americans, and horses since 1993. Many of his paintings are of characters and scenes from
movies and television series in which he has appeared. He is the official artist for many rodeos and state
fairs, and creates their promotional posters.
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Monday
Morning Bridge
9:00-12:00
Chair Yoga
9:30-10:30

Carolina Line
Dancers
9:45-10:45

Strength Training
11:45-12:45
(through 11/15)

Chair Volleyball
1:00-2:30

Monday
Afternoon Bridge
1:00-3:30

Chair Yoga
9:30-10:30

The Sewing Circle
9:00-12 Noon

Piedmont Rook
11:00-3:30

Daytime Friends
10:00-12 Noon

Acrylic Painting
10:00-12:00

Strength Training
11:45-12:45
(through 11/15)
Monday
Afternoon Bridge
1:00-3:30
Video Tai-Chi
1:00-2:00

“Wreath Making”
12Noon-3:30
Carolina Line
Dancers
9:45-10:45
Chair Volleyball
1:00-2:30
Acrylic Painting
10:00-12:00

Monday
Morning Bridge
9:00-12:00

Carolina Line
Dancers
9:45-10:45

Chair Yoga
9:30-10:30

Chair Volleyball
1:00-2:30

Monday
Afternoon Bridge
1:00-3:30

Acrylic Painting
10:00-12:00

Video Tai-Chi
1:00-2:00

“Wreath Making”
12 Noon-3:30

Monday
Morning Bridge
9:00-12:00
Chair Yoga
9:30-10:30
Monday
Afternoon Bridge
1:00-3:30
Video Tai-Chi
1:00-2:00

Zumba Gold
11:00-12 Noon
Knit Pickers
12:30-2:30
Euchre
2:00-3:30

Zumba Gold
11:00-12 Noon

Ann Carother’s Bridge
1:00-3:00

Chair Yoga
9:30-10:30

Monday
Afternoon Bridge
1:00-3:30

Chair Yoga
9:30-10:30

Chair Volleyball
9:30-11:00

Carolina Line
Dancers
9:45-10:45
Chair Volleyball
1:00-2:30

Monday
Morning Bridge
9:00-12:00

Zumba Gold
11:00-12 Noon
Knit Pickers
12:30-2:30
Euchre
2:00-3:30

Strength Training
11:45-12:45
(through 11/15)

Video Tai-Chi
1:00-2:00

Piedmont Rook
11:00-3:30

The Sewing Circle
9:00-12 Noon

Acrylic Painting
10:00-12:00

Video Tai-Chi
1:00-2:00

Monday
Morning Bridge
9:00-12:00

Chair Yoga
9:30-10:30

Zumba Gold
11:00-12 Noon

Chair Volleyball
9:30-11:00

Basic Spanish
12:30-1:30
Ann Carother’s
Bridge
1:00-3:00

Chair Yoga
9:30-10:30

The Sewing Circle
9:00-12 Noon

Piedmont Rook
11:00-3:30

Chair Volleyball
9:30-11:00

Zumba Gold
11:00-12 Noon

Basic Spanish
12:30-1:30

Knit Pickers
12:30-2:30
Euchre
2:00-3:30

Ann Carothers
Bridge
1:00-3:00

Zumba Gold
11:00-12 Noon

Thanksgiving Holidays
CENTER CLOSED

Carolina Line
Dancers
9:45-10:45
Chair Volleyball
1:00-2:30
Acrylic Painting
10:00-12:00
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